
Capture the Cone (Flag): 

Two teams of 8-12 players.  

The “territory” is a long playing field, with a defined centerline and two end zones, typically a football or 

soccer field.  

Choose two similar objects to be the cone, centered at each end zone’s goal line (football field). Players 

can either: 1) attack – capture the opponent’s flag or 2) defend – protect their flag at any given time.  

Out of bounds (edges and back of the territory must be identified with lines or cones). Players may NOT 

run out of bounds to avoid having his/her flag being pulled.  

The game is based on points scored in a specified amount of time. The time will be announced before 

play begins (example, 10 minute halves). The goal is for your team to steal your opponents' flag and run 

it back to the end zone of your territory. You must do this before your opponent can steal your cone and 

run it back to their end zone.  If both cones are captured at the same time, the team that crosses their 

end zone first receives a point.   

Players will wear removable “flags.” When stripped off by an opponent, player must stop play and 

proceed (with their flag) to the jail area. If the flag falls off on its own (not pulled off by an opposing 

team member), that player must stop his/her play until the flag is resecured, then may resume play.  

The "jail"  All players go there when their removable flag is pulled off by an opponent. Players must 

remain in jail until tagged by a free teammate. Players leave jail when a teammate runs over to the jail 

and tags them to "free" them again.  Players “in jail” cannot return to play until their removable flag is 

resecured to their waist. The Jail is placed mid-field along one edge of the field (approximately 5 x 10 

feet). Players attempting to free a teammate may NOT run out of bounds to free them. If that occurs, 

both players will be placed in jail.  

Attacking players can pull an opponent’s flag anytime the opponent is in the territory between the 

endzones.  Defenders are safe from flag removal when completely in the end zone and waiting for an 

opponent to steal their cone. As long as the defender stands behind the goal line, their removable flag 

cannot be pulled off by the opponent (i.e. Both feet will be behind the line). The attacker may run 

throughout the endzone to attempt to steal the cone, but cannot rip off a defender’s flag in the 

endzone.  An attacker’s flag, however can be removed at anytime.  

Defending the cone.  Defenders can stand alongside the cone or behind it, but NOT in front of the cone 

as that obstructs an attacker from grabbing the cone. Defenders MAY NOT slap at attacker’s hand as 

they reach for the cone, they must attempt only to remove their flag. An attacker WILL NOT use his/her 

body to push a defender away from the cone. Any obvious physical contact (slide tackles, hand slapping, 

body checking) will result in an automatic 2 minute jail term or ejection from the game, depending on 

severity.   



Running back with the cone. The cone must always remain in a player’s hand. IT MAY NOT BE THROWN 

to another teammate while returning to your territory but MAY BE HANDED (baton style) to a teammate 

while moving toward your end zone.  

Scoring. Once the player with the stolen cone passes their end zone, that team scores a point. Play is 

then stopped and players reset to their half of the field (no need to run all the way back to the end 

zone). Jailed player are free to return to play on their side of the field. The referee will signal the start 

after a score is made  - once all cones are reset and players are on their respective sides of the field.  

If a cone is dropped before a score is made, the referee will stop play and have the cone reset to its 

original, defended spot. Play will stop at both ends of the field until the cone is reset. Players may stay 

where they are.  Play will resume when the referee whistles it to begin.   

The team with the most points at the end of regulation time is declared the winner. Ties breakers, if 

needed, will be announced before tournament play begins.   

 


